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About This Book

Jennifer Juan returns, to share her early onset midlife
crisis, with her fifth major poetry collection, 27, With A

White Lighter. A reflection of her life so far, and what the
future holds, Juan muses over romance, the meaning of

life, drug culture, sexuality, Brexit, and so much more. The
collection includes the poem “Toyland”, a playful look at

first loves and the dangers of romance, which was recently
shortlisted for the Zealous.co “Zealous Stories: Poetry”

competition. Full of contemplative verses, in her signature
raw and empathetic style, Juan guides the reader through
her most personal and reflective work yet, discussing the

facts of life, from the perspective of an inquisitive
millennial, toying with the past and looking towards the

future.  
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Jennifer Juan is a cultural melting pot of an
artist. She is a writer, a musician, a producer, a

film maker and a podcast host, currently residing
in the Kent countryside, but dreaming of the

ocean. A tornado of darkness and delicacy, Juan
creates engaging and powerful projects, using a
variety of mediums and platforms, each dripping
with her signature playful, yet powerful style of

writing.

Beginning her journey as an artist as a teenager,

Juan graduated from The University of

Greenwich in 2013, and began sharing her work

on her personal website, JenniferJuan.Com, as

well as through social media, posting written

poetry and video projects.

In 2017, Juan began producing a weekly

podcast, sharing her poetry, insights into her

writing techniques, and released several printed

volumes of poetry, including the critically

acclaimed “Home Wrecker” and “Kissing Boys,

Just For The Thrill”, as well as her debut EP

“Wildflowers”. 
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To the people I have loved, and the people that I didn't.
Life is too short to be mad about you, or mad at you x
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Grey

I lost so much,

asleep in a cell,

while tigers paced outside,

drinking Spanish brandy,

doing their best to tear me from the safety of my
sweet dreams. 

People,

drunk tigers,

they want you to remember,

to drown in it,

because it's beautiful,

apparently,

and so,

I sieved the wet woe,

trying to wake up.

Wake up, 

Jennifer,

it's a very special day.



27, With A White Lighter

It's been so long.

I'm tired,

and tall,

troubled,

like I told you,

and maybe people do care,

and it's just me that doesn't,

(maybe I do?)

or maybe I'm right,

as well as tired,

tall,

and troubled.

I am silent,

along with my other afflictions,

on my knees,

painting my problems,

with glittery finger paint,

under neon lights,

that spell out 27 types of trouble,



because I am 27,

and I don't know what that means.

I am 27 types of troubled.

and I don't know what people expect,

and I don't know why I can't figure it out,

and my friends are getting married,

and some of my friends have kids,

and I don't know if I'm relieved that I don't or
jealous,

and I don't know if I will,

and I know that somewhere 

Cherry Smyth is fucking pissed 

that I still use the word and so much,

and make my poems too prosey,

and too conversational

(well, if I had someone to talk to...)

and I'm not even trying to be contrary,

like the boy I can't mention told me,

and when did I get so vulgar?

It's just the way I am,

and I am 27,

with a white lighter,



wondering,

in a real selfish way,

what would happen if I checked out,

of the El Royale.

I'm still finger painting,

glitter praying,

asking myself,

and God,

and Vera Bennett, 

(oh God, I'm being gay again),

what exactly I'd achieve,

(girl, you're probably still just bi, calm down)

by lighting up my last cigarette,

(oh but she's so vivacious, vicious and
vulnerable)

and heading out into the big bad world in the
sky,

(Woah. Woah. WOAH! I hate to interrupt your
thirsty behaviour over a fictional character, but

did you just consider what I THINK you
considered?)

and if it hurts,

(of course it hurts, you dumb bitch. Did going to
university teach you nothing?)



and if I even really want to,

(No. Stop it. I'm calling the police. I'm calling
your mum. I'm calling your publicist. You don't.

YOU CAN'T.)

and I swear,

I'm sorry Cherry,

and I'm sorry Ashli,

but this is just where we are,

and who we are.

I don't know.

I don't know anything,

except that I'm 27,

with a white lighter,

hands covered in glitter,

hoping that it gets better,

and I want to know,

what I'm supposed to do,

but I'm afraid to find out.

It's my birthday,

an anniversary.

27,

with...



well,

you know the rest.

What should I wish for?



Rollercoaster

Hot donuts on a cold night,

walking past a poster,

of a dinosaur,

in a dimly lit window,

that I said looked like you,

you growl,

you grumble,

and then,

I am chased,

although,

already sewn to your side,

in the dead of night,

I let you catch me,

kiss me,

under the watchful eye,

of the rollercoasters,

and a wishing well.

I wished the rollercoaster would collapse,

through the fences,

and formalities,

on to our heavy,



heart led heads,

so we could be alone together,

for this night,

and every one after.



Charlie

Charlie.
I need you.

You’re so into me,
under my skin,

so deep,
that I forget how to love you.

I just want you.
I tear myself apart,
when we’re apart.

Cut to ribbons,
wrecked,

when you arrive.
I am thrown to the thrill,

of craving,
chasing,

choosing you,
every single time.

Please choose me too.



Fuck everyone else.
I need you.

I’ve said it’s over,
every day,

since we met,
but you’ve never left my head,

even when I can’t feel you in my arms.
I’ve been tracing where you’ve been on my

body,
wishing I could will you in.

I searched the streets,

screaming and scratching,

smiling at every scumbag,

who might know where you're hiding from me.

I am broken,

besotted,

bankrupted,

begging for you to bless my body,

with that old black magic,

that only you know how to do.



I am crying.
I am sick.

I am yours.
I am yours.

There’s no room left in me,
for anything but you,

and I feel so claustrophobic.

I itch.
I scream.

I sob for you.
It’s too late,

for me to leave,
or love,

the way I remember that I did,
before you.

I adore you,
but I don’t love you.
I don’t even like you,

when I hide from daylight,
dressed in the pain of knowing you are gone.

Dressed in the shame of knowing you were here
in the first place.

Again.
Again.

I am choosing you.
Please choose me too.

Let me go.
Let me go.



Charlie.
I need you.



Violets

Your eyes are shy,
glossy globes that glow,

when I’m finally on time,
standing at your door,

violets in my hair,
for you to clasp,
for you to clutch,

sapphic, sapphire love,
until it’s all too much.

Just for curiosity,
just for one night,

that became an echo of time,
over and over,

the sighs and the drama.
We call it whatever,

whispering in a deafening crowd,
that doesn’t speak our language.

I get mad all the time,
in anger and insanity,

trying to teach your timid tongue,
to say my name,

when we are alone,
holding hands through cat flaps,

like we saw in that tv show,
back when we were playing straight.

While I live in frustration,



at the infrequent fury of your fingers,
and the way your eyes glow,

through your sewn up,
self conscious silence,

I still show up at your door,
with violets in my hair,

and an itchy label,
under my clothes,

that I wear,
just for you,

until you can get a new wardrobe.



Breakfast Means Breakfast   At The May –
Corbyn Household

Mum and Dad are still at it.

We were going to have eggs on toast.

The eggs are cracked and cold,

filling the floor.

They keep cracking eggs.

They didn't realise breakfast would be so
difficult.

I wasn't even hungry.

They keep insisting they will both make me
breakfast.

I don't want breakfast.

Plans part my parent's lips,

crawling down their clothes,

padding onto the table.

The eggs are beginning to rise.

They keep cracking eggs.

The plans eyeball me,

nodding,

knowing nothing,

nestling into the noise of the night.



The plans throw more eggs.

I have no idea why we are having breakfast at
night.

“Order...”

Mewls our cat,

looking up,

in great disappointment,

as he surfaces from the sea of eggs,

watching his tuna steak float away.

“I WILL HAVE ORDER!”

He continues,

but Mum and Dad are too busy,

filling the room,

with poorly made plans,

that join the ever growing ocean of cracked and
cold eggs,

to notice that our cat can talk,

and has a heightened sense of importance.

I scoop him up,

cradling him to my chest,

drying my eyes on his forgiving fur.

We are covered in cracked and cold eggs.



The cat escapes my arms,

and now we have spilled milk to worry about
too.

I am still not hungry.

I wipe eggs from my eyes.

I enter the cat for Got Talent España.

Mum and Dad are still at it.



Rainforest

I wish I could write,

all the little ways I love you,

but the rainforest,

is having enough trouble,

with pesky people,

pestering for paper,

and you just coughed,

in the most endearing way,

so I'll be busy,

thinking about that for the next two hours.



Bruised and Blue

“Hey man.”

He says,

knowing I am at home,

where he left me,

a forgotten phone,

or a set of keys.

“Are you controlling a woman?”

I wish I were a forgotten phone,

or a set of keys.

I sing lullabies to my legs,

bruised and blue,

we get in the way of his meditation,

or just him in general,

We wait for him to come home.

“I could lose my temper, sometimes.”

He says,

knowing that I will never know when,

or what I’ve done this time,

or how the hell it got to this point.

“As I got older, I really regretted it.”



I sing lullabies to my legs,

bruised and blue,

so they can’t hear,

each blaring blast,

as he paints me,

a lonely shade of lilac.

“I just left my girlfriend at home.”

He says,

knowing he can explain,

and people will understand,

because we all make mistakes,

and nobody knows my name,

and I’ll just be another anecdote,

for another press tour,

for another book.

“I just left my girlfriend at home and told her not
to leave the house.”

I sing lullabies to my legs,

bruised and blue,

knowing he’s not the only one,

and neither am I.



Parma Violet Prince

Opium,

under my skin,

soaked into my soul,

slightly sweet,

supernaturally seductive.

My parma violet prince,

on the air,

my mind,

my lips,

nestled in my neediest nights,

when I creep down the stair case,

sniffing and sighing,

like a mad woman.

Afflicted,

addicted,

obsessed,

convicted.

Handcuffed to heaven,

living in violent,



violet,

vintage.

I am driven to distraction,

destitution,

and desire,

by your slightly sweet,

supernaturally seductive scent.



Abuela's Ashes

They sense you,

you know,

your songs spill to the streets.

They hear you,

in the line outside,

discussing a new centrist party,

that will definitely work out,

and an article you read,

in Lenny,

about why hipster racism,

is actually the best weapon against the far right,

or something.

They are hunting you,

as you enter the club,

but you are safe.

They watch you,

you know,

as the long suffering bar staff,

patiently wait for you to finish talking,



about this totally amazing girl you saw,

singing new wave acoustic death metal,

at the local fair trade coffee shop,

so you can order a drink and go away.

They see you,

dancing with your friends,

but,

as always,

you are safe.

They approach you.

They smile at you,

and from the pockets of their pressed suits,

they produce,

a bag of my abuela's ashes.

You smile too,

and you are suddenly dancing in a new way,

that only you and they understand,

and into your hand,

goes my abuela's ashes,

maybe some other people too,

but don't worry,



just as it always is,

you are safe.

You escape,

once again to the bathroom.

They are no longer hunting you.

You inhale and return to the party,

clothes,

red,

blood on your hands,

up your nose,

but you,

you already know what I'll say,

you are safe,

just like always,

you are safe,

and so are they,

buying and selling abuelas and tias,

hermanos and hermanas,

from Colombia,

Peru,

Mexico,

Bolivia,



and now,

on your own streets,

your city's blood,

is all across your face,

ground down to pleasant powder,

the human cost,

in a format you don't have to think about,

so you are safe.



Dance With Somebody

Whitney,

wild on the winds,

calling for the dunes to dance with her,

from the bar on the pier.

You,

wild,

with or without the winds,

call me to dance with you,

almost tripping down steps,

your eyes too busy with me

to guide you,

and almost instantly,

I am at your side,

in the sand,

we are together,

again.



There's Something About Kent Girls

I was too late.

Languished by geography,

over oceans and islands I longed,

vicious dreams on TV screens,

empty, until all at once I was overflowing.

Far but near,

I hold you inside my head,

of course you ran in reality,

not knowing my name,

and the fact that you were mine.

So fate says this is where it ends,

practising but never playing,

ever longing, never loving,

near but far,

calling out to me,

echoed silence.



I Drove You Crazy

I didn’t plan to spend so much time,
inside your mind.

Sweet sailor valentine,

dressed up in denim,

money,

precocious brocialist baby boy,

that I just couldn't resist.

You said you wanted to fix me,

that was why you liked me,

with my smile,

like astronomy,

and my Catholic guilt.

I never meant to mean so much,

just summer love,

or something to study,

but there I was,

traipsing through your mind.

IT WAS JUST THE SUMMER.



My own was somewhere else,

sometimes,

when we kissed,

under sing song stars.

You complained about my expensive and
excessive lipgloss,

and I made a mental note,

to punish you forever,

but,

you must understand,

I never meant like this.

I never meant to mean so much,

because I thought we were pretend,

so I was unaware of why you started to cry,

when I called you,

offering homework help,

and liquorice.

IT WAS JUST LIQUORICE.

I never meant to move in to your mind.

I never meant to mean so much.

You must understand,



I didn’t think I had the right,

but,

still,

I dove inside,

and drove you crazy,

so you say.

I NEVER MEANT TO MEAN SO MUCH.



Seaside

It turned out, 

when I filtered my desperate drowning,

it became an ocean of clarity,

that I was drawn to,

and not just because of the pleasant,

polite weather that followed.

There was healing,

humbling,

happiness in facing what I had lost.

There were still lights in the sky,

above the shore,

and love to be found in my heart,

despite it not working in the same way it used to.



Home At Last

Nothing changed,

except me,

the very last of those girls,

who skipped,

so drunk,

so hopeful,

so unaware,

down the royal roads,

to imagine our lives could be whatever we
dreamed of.

Now the girls are gone.

They are fine,

I imagine.

We send digital hearts,

online,

to say,

“Hey, I’m not dead.

Glad you aren’t either.”

I have returned,

unlike a copy of Mansfield Park,

that I'm almost sure,



I owe fines on,

as well as an essay,

that I forgot to finish.

I have returned.

The very last,

the very loneliest,

of those Greenwich Glamour Girls,

unable to get what I need from a screen,

or these streets.

I tried the library,

seeing myself on seats,

and shelves,

surrounded by myself,

I sighed,

slumped against the serene scene of where I
grew,

and imagined my life could be whatever I
dreamed of,

and I dream,

again,

hoping I get it right this time.



Pepsi Cola

Just when I thought it was over,

melancholy under the moon,

I decided I was tired of missing you,

so I tore off my clothes,

my past,

and sank into silk sheets,

ready for one last drink,

before bidding goodbye,

to my dreams of you.

Just when I thought it was over,

I choked on my Pepsi cola,

my throat slinking around oxygen,

cobra crush,

crimson cheeks.

PANIC.

PANIC.

PANIC.

I thought I was going to die.



Orchid across your shoulders.

I never meant to see your shoulders.

I fall beneath them,

my eyes sewn shut,

to avoid your own,

but still I cannot resist you.

I thought I was going to die,

and I realised,

the breathlessness,

the helplessness,

the PANIC.

PANIC.

PANIC.

It reminded me of when I look at you,

and it was not over.

It would never be over.

I wish I had choked to death.



The Game 2: A Boy's Revenge

He added me on Facebook.

I stared at a small sample of his face,

each letter of his name,

and with a tight throat,

and a shaken scream,

I was back in IT class.

Fifteen.

Nineteen.

It didn’t make a difference.

He sent me a message.

I exchanged small talk,

as before,

not wanting to make a scene.

He asked me how I was,

and just like before,

I didn't say a thing.

He said he did it because he liked me,

and just didn’t know how to say.



I didn’t know what to say.

I thought I should ask,

why he reached up my skirt,

and snatched what I'd been saving,

for someone I truly loved?

I thought I should ask,

why he could see it as a formative,

flirtatious bit of fun,

when it could never,

and would never be that way for me?

I thought I would ask,

how he would feel,

if someone had stuck a loaded gun,

full of teenage hormones,

and "boys will be boys" excuses,

inside of his underwear,

when he had just been minding his business?

I tried not to ask,

even though I'd answered it myself,

so many times,



if there was something wrong with me,

NO. YOUR BODY IS YOUR OWN.

that could explain why I didn't want it,

YOU DON'T OWE ANYONE SEX. YOU
WERE ONLY FIFTEEN.

when he did?

HIS ENTITLEMENT WAS NOT YOUR
FAULT.

Instead,

I just said “lol, cool”,

and got drunk.



Shortbread and Israel

He gave me shortbread,
and said,

he’d take me to Israel,
on Valentine’s Day,

because nobody would think to look
for an obnoxious atheist

and a troubled catholic there.

We didn’t go.
He rested his head,

on my knee,
turning into the threads of his favourite dress,

and it was a game,
with a wonderful prize,

yet,
dangerous stakes.

I knew I’d always point a gun,
to my made up face,

and share one last kiss,
playing late into the night.

Stroking his hair,
counting to three,
closing my eyes,

so he could see the devotion,
in the way I painted myself for him,

waiting with my breath held,
so he knew I’d suffocate,
as seductively as I could,

if he asked me to,
waiting,

for it to be true,



for me to be waiting.

West Bank,
a windy day,

a summer dress,
in the winter rain,

and his arms,
all around me,

as we play,
where no one can find us.

When the sun goes down,
and it’s time to go home,

I twirl,
twinkling in my summer dress,

and the winter night,
spinning wildly,

madly,
I choke myself to death,

looking cute as hell,
on chocolate chip shortbread,
so I never have to live a day,

without him.



Biro

You do your best work,

under the soft moonlight,

I am an empty page,

until you begin,

and then,

your name is across me,

and I am full of things,

I'd never read before,

things I cannot pronounce,

and do not dare to say out loud.

I was a page,

but now,

I am a masterpiece.

Five Stars from The Telegraph.



Chain Smoking

It wasn't ever personal,

until you were the only person I could think of,

unintentional,

so impractical,

I began speaking in clichés and dreamy drooling.

My eyes carved out,

spinning wildly on the staff room table,

as I placed marble hearts,

where they used to reside.

I had a lovely time,

watching you chain smoke,

to forget your overbearing mother,

and your darling dipsomania,

smoke snaking around your angel eyes,

so sad,

but so sexy 

to this one track girl,

who knows you're hurting,

but only knows one way,

to make it better.



Let me kiss you better,

singing I'll Only Miss Her When I Think Of Her,

leaning out the window,

just to choke on air,

because I forget to breathe,

when we are close.

The day runs down my throat,

and I am still,

marble heart eyes closed,

on the window sill,

and suddenly,

your arms close around my waist,

damn you,

innocently nuzzling into my neck,

and I am so,

so,

so breathless.

I'll bet I forget you completely, 

in about a hundred years,

until I smell smoke,



and I long,

for one last taste,

of your liquor lips,

and all their sad, sordid secrets.



Toyland

Summer seeps through the spokes,

of your baby blue bicycle wheels.

From the sidewalk,

I stare,

through long lashes,

and tinted glasses,

a popsicle in my pastel pout.

I hope you'll fall,

graze your knee,

tumbling in my direction,

so I can peek,

through tinted glasses,

and eager eyes,

at what you hide,

in your toy chest.

Take me to Toyland,

on the very next train.

Wind in the white ribbons,

my mother hoped could keep me pure,



as we lean out the window,

making faces at the future.

I'm tentatively tempted,

to give in to growing up.

Discovery is a toy for two,

but once we play,

we can never return,

to being just friends,

or being just strangers,

or being untouched,

by the claws of candy concupiscence.

You lay out the board,

like you've done this before.

Mystic, merry, mistakes are made,

your intentions spilled in my lap,

crawling up and down my legs,

as I coax myself from the ceiling,

with promises that nobody will know,

and that all the cool kids are doing it.



Then,

it is done,

and I am torn from the grounds of Toyland.

Marched to the gates,

by beanie babies,

who hold my white dress,

spotted with my innocence,

above my head,

monkeys playing the drums of my demise.

I can never return again,

and I don't have your heart,

to remember you by,

because you only wanted to play,

for the afternoon.



#wordporn

It's okay to

feed the kids

this way

hide the pills

of life

any way that

you can

shout it out

in whatever voice

fills your throat

even if it's

not yours

you took the sun

so you see

shot of a typewriter for no reason

with you

you see

im special cause I fucking love autumn

when you left

so you see

aesthetic coffee cup stain on my desk for no
reason



you see

im special cause I fucking love autumn

plagiarised pinterest

pushed around

the plate

for tea again?

Thank god

I'm famished

:)



I Died

I died,

doe eyed,

a half smoked cigarette,

fell to the floor,

and I,

still,

in your arms,

outside of the ice cream bar,

that was reborn,

as a Lebanese eatery

by the theatre,

I was dead.

You carried my corpse,

to your car,

careful with my curls,

and lonely, lived in heart,

as the ghosts

that followed me,

began to despair,



and disperse,

into the orange sky,

and I was dead.

I decorated your back seat,

dead,

decadent,

the cutest corpse,

in all of London,

as you placed your jump leads,

on my lips,

and shocked me,

back to life,

and I,

once dead,

was alive.



Someone To Watch Over Me

If that one episode of Black Mirror,

and that nice man,

from the market stand,

who kept yelling about Prime Minister No
Mates,

and the snooper's charter of doom,

are correct,

and there really is a man,

or woman,

living in my laptop,

peering through my webcam,

and watching over me,

then I would like to apologise,

for the endless season of Big Brother: Jennifer
edition,

that just involves me writing things,

about increasingly unavailable people,

eating fruit salad chewits,

and crying occasionally,

because they remind me of HIM,

ignoring DMs from available people,

more fruit salad chewits,



more crying,

more HIM,

never HIM in person,

just HIM in increasingly unhealthy poems,

before returning to the schedule,

of a few more chewits,

and watching the same seven horror films over
and over,

with the occasional sarcastic tweet,

about how I love my collection of records

more than I'll ever love another human,

and a bit more crying,

in bed,

with a teddy bear that reminds me of the other
HIM.

I'm sure you're not paid enough to watch this
shit.



Too Damn Loud

Maybe, 
I wasn't talented.

Perhaps I was just enthusiastic,
and loud,

or,
maybe,

I was the best you'd ever seen.

Maybe, every time you saw me,
you were in awe,

like you couldn't breathe,
because I was fucking fantastic.

You were guiding me somewhere,
teaching me how to teach you,

how to love me.

Maybe I was smarter than you planned for,
playing dumb,

while you played with the thought,
of showing me a new life,

going to London,
Paris,

or some country I had never heard of,
because I didn't pay attention in Geography, 

too busy,
revising the perfect balance,

between being innocent and corruptible,
and being grown up and sexy,

so I could be the grown up,
guppy girl you wanted.



Maybe, 
you wouldn't have noticed me now,

that I am older,
graduated,

with credit cards,
and thoughts of my own.
I was your favourite girl,
until I became a woman. 



Melody

I wrote you a song,

shyly singing,

story of our strange love,

our starry eyed,

stupid but brave love,

all the ways you drove me insane,

love.

La, la, la,

love.

Our song is terrible,

because we never learned to harmonise.

You can’t project,

slipping in and out of key,

and every now and again,

I forget the longing, loving lyrics.

Our song is terrible,

my strange,

starry eyed,

stupid but brave love,

but I can’t get it out of my head.



My Father Loved His Horses

My father was always tall,
just centimeters from the sky,

I would pull on his legs,
laughing as he collapsed,
on his hands and knees,

suddenly a horse,
smiling and shuffling across the carpet,

as if he were in a stable.
I would pull myself onto his back,

a princess,
in the sky,

with the highest, happiest horse in all of Wales.

I would imagine him,
as a horse,

while I waited for him to return.
I would sit by the wireless,

though mother wouldn’t let it play,
and I would imagine,

that when I would least expect it,
I would hear him neighing over the airwaves,

and over the oceans,
so I would often awake,

at dawn,
with a stiff neck,

and the radio in my arms.
My dreams,

filled with static,
from the stables.

When he walked back through our door,
the sky sunk around his shoulders,



he was still tall,
but the sky that surrounded him was scary,

and dark.
I clung to his legs,

as thunder rang out,
smoke in the stables,

he collapsed,
crying,

on his hands and knees,
struggling and shuffling across the carpet,

as if he left his mind,
in the trenches,
with his friends.

I didn’t pull myself onto his back,
I knew I shouldn’t touch,

as he shook,
collapsing into the carpet,

screaming,
until his throat was sore.

I just lay,
inside of his arms,

as he shook and sobbed,
and I was a princess,

on the floor,
with the most shell shocked horse in all of Wales.



Royal Weddings

There are whispers,

that the Prince and Princesa of passion,

newly crowned,

and in the haven of honeymoon,

are to avoid abdication,

diving into danger,

under dead duvets.

We would laugh,

at the drama,

fairy tales,

and fantasies that we inspire,

but our mouths and minds are on other matters.

My death is a duvet,

wrapped around my warped sense of romance,

and we are warming up,

in the glacial gloves of love’s loch.

A murdered mermaid,

and the suited sailor she snagged,

on her way down to the ocean bed,



our first kiss,

drained each drop of blood,

sending ichor to our cores.

It is only when you are lying beside me,

guilty and grateful,

your ribs rising,

declining,

your fingers fumbling to find mine,

that I realise,

that the Princesa is still branded,

with the kiss of a King,

and she cannot be yours.



The Actual Moon

I swallowed your sweet sayonara.

Wallowing in waiting,

for you to change your mind,

or tell me it was a joke.

I had icy air,

running to and fro,

through my throat,

and open mouth,

staring open mouthed,

at the denial,

deep in my veins.

I love you,

you know.

Do you know that?

I was going to buy you the moon,

because,

it's a wonderful life,

when you're sat with me,

just smiling,

and the moon might make you stay a while,



and smile for me again.

When you kissed me,

tonight,

I knew the shops had closed,

and I'd left things too late,

and instead,

I thought about how I'd fit the moon in a bag for
life.

It hurt less,

than admitting,

there was no price I could pay,

to make you hear me,

when I stand here,

telling you,

that I love you,

you know.

Maybe you don't know?

It's all fine.

I promise.

I'll get that moon into that bag,

and the air will stop staring,

if you just come back,

if you just sit here,



on this bench,

that isn't judging us,

(or so it says),

and let me figure out what to do.

I know the shops are closed,

and your mind along with them,

but I love you,

you know

and I know that you know that,

because you have to know,

after all this time.

I know you know,

that I love you.

Don't you?

DON'T YOU?

Hey honey,

I got you the moon,

you know,

the actual moon.

Like the one up in the sky,

THE ACTUAL MOON.



I'll keep waiting here,

with the moon in pretty paper,

(it wouldn't fit in a bag for life),

though the icy air around me snickers,

because I love you,

and I've lost the receipt,

and I love you,

you know?

Do you know that?



He Sent You Flowers

Is he your man?

Forgetful fingers,

under covers,

correcting themselves,

knowing the right name at the right time,

except that night,

despite your name being branded upon them.

You said it was fine,

of course, he sent you flowers,

under the impression,

rewinding was certain.

He’s here now, if you’d like to talk,

unless you want me to send him home,

send him back on the road,

buying you forget me nots and forget my
indiscretions,

as if you don’t think of me,

not that you enjoy it, but you still imagine me,

dead, as you wished I was.



Summer Sun

When the sun goes down,

I still shade my view,

with blue hearts,

so you can’t see,

my aching eyes,

that want more than the summer,

from you.

The rest of me,

is just as crazy about you,

I bury myself under soft sand,

waiting for waves to tell me what went wrong.

I already know.

I watch you,

through blue hearts,

broken-hearted eyes,

soft sand,

and summer regrets.

It’s not your fault,

if I said yes,



to summer,

thinking it could last forever,

but I’ll always hate you,

just as much as I love you,

for being so close,

but disappearing,

with the setting sun.

Winter approaches,

with the sun,

in fleeting,

fortunate moments,

but it doesn’t feel the same on my skin.

I’ve hoarded my memories of you,

set out like a shrine,

atop the soft, sombre sand,

that knows it will never be the same,

now you’re gone.



Día das Letras Galegas

The sun sets,

Saturday night,

across the sand of Samil beach.

Beauty on the boardwalk,

violet velvet goes from your shoulders,

to mine,

as the night joins us.

We spot ships and stars,

through telescopes,

telling tall tales,

of all the loves that lead to us.

Wish I may,

wish you would,

be mine,

May seventeenth,

my love.

As Vitrasa carries us towards your lair,



I lie in your lap,

knowing I could not write,

a verse half as beautiful as you.



Where We Came From

I still hear you,

crawling from your music box,

fresh on the floor,

always on my mind.

I tried to find you,

in him,

but you can't find love,

in a man you just tolerate.

I holler at the moon,

silently,

my eyes leak,

loud,

as I sing our song,

at the window sill,

waiting for you to write.



Twenty Two Forever

Twenty two forever,

on the 21st,

crowned by carnations,

late in life prom queen,

balancing along the beams,

of the blue sky.

I hear you call to me,

on your birthday,

on our first day,

on her anniversary,

your mouth still and shut.

Everybody is texting and talking.

We're alone,

at last.

I fall down,

hoping to hang myself

on your aged arms,

so you can see twenty two again.

Clear and clean,



still dreaming,

daring to dance in dirt,

covered in blood,

but free of bruises and scars,

like you used to be.

Maybe this time,

it will be forever.

I'm still alive,

blue butterfly,

caught in a net,

of lace dresses,

human hair,

hurried heartbeats.

Tell yourself it's just tonight,

tangled with me,

and my teasing.

We'll throw the calendar

from the highest floor,

and time will be tempted by our young, dumb
smiles,

to leave us in our lace, lust mess.

Maybe this time,



we will be together.

Forever.

Together.

Whatever.

Whatever.

It's hard to talk,

when you kiss me.

My crown is dying,

faster than either of us expected.

I'm thrown from my throne,

to my knees,

caressing your calves,

snaking around your sense of gravity,

still alive,

learning to be a melted ice queen,

who can belong to you,

without feeling I am no longer my own.

Forever.

Together.

Whatever.



Whatever.

It's hard to think,

when you're near me.

I'm still alive.

Blue butterfly.

I'm still yours.

I'm still mine.

Twenty two forever.

Alone, at last.

Yours, at last.



Personal

I found the love,

the lights,

polite,

pleasant nights,

and while I dreamed of the lights,

dancing with them,

every spare second,

I wasn't sure I could handle love,

so I hid,

shy,

watching as my love became a separate person,

reckless,

overexcited,

renewed.

She didn't understand the danger I could see,

and off she went,

smiling at everyone she could see,

holding hands with everyone she reached.

Always out the door,

and I was dining on my nails,

until she returned,



for me to patch her up,

begging her ignoring ears to be more careful, 



Loving A Librarian

I don’t love you,

anymore,

you’ll be pleased to know,

but I love to pour over the books you stole for
me,

page by page,

I am suddenly in Spoons,

chocolate cake and cider before class,

texting affection,

our friends got sick of hearing out loud.

Am I allowed,

to love you a little?

I’ll never see you again,

those pages are drowned,

dripping in who we were,

and how we loved,

as I love you,

just a little.

I can barely read.

I don’t think I want to,

but I hold the ink close,



begging it not to run,

where I can’t follow.

I dry my eyes,

and then,

it’s gone,

again.

I don’t love you,

anymore,

until next time.



Bon Anniversaire, Bitch

I taught him French.

Appearing in his fantasies,
mute in real life.

Growing louder when his pillows played with his hair,
oh, I was his dream girl,

in the middle of the night,
numb but alive,

go-go dancing to Candy and The Kisses.

Tell me,
oh, when did he forget how to say your name?

Something about the moon,
took him out of his senses,

empty bed and empty mind,
as he sleepwalked towards me,

low growls and gratitude from his undead lips.

Youth returns to those who ask,
oh, how he grows,

under a spell,
rescued from a dead room.

He was so fluent when he awoke,



understanding my calls from overseas,
seductive, crackly calls,

baby talked in a language that wasn’t mine,
admiring the memory of me,

now his eyes were open...
Does he still speak English?



Congratulations

Coffee during a Saturday shift,

the cheeseburger your sister forgot,

late night liqueur at The Millers,

with the stars,

moments that melded to minutes,

who met hours,

days,

deciding to become a lifetime.

Congratulations.

It is love,

yours,

starlit,

shining

through those moments,

minutes,



days,

lifetimes,

lasting longer, 

than the toaster you don't need,

that I will inevitably buy you for your wedding. 



Love Is An Exorcism

Last night,
unclaimed flames,

floated across the island,
and followed us to the shore,

to watch,
as you left mountain avens,

on my lips.
I slept,

silent and still,
by the mermaid's grave.

I dreamt you were waist deep,
in the water,

the jealous moon,
showing off,

shining on your bare chest,
and auburn eyes,

trying to tempt you from me,
as I crawled from the shore,

to show the moon who you belonged to.



Fairy hounds surrounded me,
in the hours of darkness,
as the stars showed up,

to see you.
I was dragged by my heart,

into the icy blue,
and all my friends joined me,

worshipping your waist,
as it clung to a soaked, salty shirt,

under the night's sky.

I waded through whisky,
both conquered and dead,

my fingers wrapped around your legs,
like the sultry seaweed,

beneath the waves,
that ran around us,

until we were bound,
like a couple of crazy kids at Gretna Green.

I was so sure I drowned,
that I was shocked to see the sun.

I still tasted you,
though you were gone,

so I rose,
following the trail,
until I found you,

in the misty morning,
waiting to conquer me again.



You Say You Love Me  

We skipped real life,
tonight,

watching our neighbours,
through carefully chosen curtains,

that are meant to make us look normal.
I twirl the tassel around my finger,
with my eyelashes on the ceiling. 

They're just playing their parts.
They're just playing a game.

They're just playing each other.
It all ends the same.

We eat pasta and pesto,
as we eat into the evening.

You say you love me.
I know you told your wife the same,

as you left home 
to play with me for the night,

and she began to play with your credit card. 

She's just playing her part.
You're just playing a game.

You're both playing each other.
It all ends the same.

Lightning in the landing,
my champagne in a sippy cup.

You're too old for games and girls,
but I tire of talking,
tyrannical torture,



tell me we will play again,
when you can find an excuse to escape.

I'm just playing a part,
we're just playing a game,

you're never going to leave her for me,
it all ends the same.  



Bradley's Browser History

22/08/18 – 03:28 – Google.com
22/08/18 – 03:28 – Search: How to get a

girlfriend

22/08/18 – 03:29 – Search: How to make girls like you
22/08/18 – 03:30 – Search: How to make girls have sex

22/08/18 – 03:31 – Search: How to make girls do what you
want

22/08/18 – 03:32 – YouTube.com: Daniel Blake – How To
Get A Woman To Do Anything You Want

23/08/18 – 03:47 – Google.com
23/08/18 – 03:48 – Search: Choking

23/08/18 – 03:49 – Search: Choking girls
23/08/18 – 03:50 – Search: Choking Girls Hardcore

23/08/18 – 03:51 – Pornhub.com: TINY CHOCOLATE
TEEN CHOKED BY MASTER

24/08/18 – 03:10 – Google.com
24/08/18 – 03:11 – Search: Crying girls

24/08/18 – 03:12 – Search: Crying Girls Hardcore
24/08/18 – 03:13 Pornhub.com: SEXY SLUT BEGS FOR

MERCY AFTER PAINAL (CRYING!)
24/08/18 – 03:20 – Pornhub.com: CRYING MILF SPLIT

IN HALF WITH MONSTER COCK

25/08/18 – 03:12 – Google.com
25/08/18 – 03:13 – Search: Braincels reddit

25/08/18 – 03:14 – Search: Braincels reddit new url



25/08/18 – 03:15 – Search: Sleep assault videos
25/08/18 – 03:16 – Pornhub.com: SLEEPING TEEN

SLUT WAKES UP TO SURPRISE FUCK
25/08/18 – 03:25 – STEP MOM GETS WOKEN UP BY

SURPRISE DEEP THROAT
25/08/18 – 13:25 – Google.com

25/08/18 – 13:26 – Search: What to wear on a date
25/08/18 – 13:27 – Artofmanliness.com – What To Wear

On A First Date

26/08/18 – 03:37 – Google.com
26/08/18 – 03:38 – Search: How to hide a body

26/08/18 – 03:39 – Whatculture: 10 Ways To Dispose Of
A Dead Body (If You Really Needed To)

26/08/18 – 05:24 – Google.com
26/08/18 – 05:25 – Search: How to get a girlfriend



Sugar

Sugar, 
I hold you close when you sleep,

so I still feel like you're mine.
I hold onto my open eyes,

awareness,
as long as I can,

until I forget,
my fingertips slip,

and I am fast asleep,
dreaming that we aren't drifting apart.



First Kiss

My first kiss,

was a tragedy.

Not Greek,

or Shakespearean,

just us.

I shook,

inside your guilty grasp,

not your niece,

but just as nice as Catherine.

You tell me twice,

you can’t believe the mess,

as you gaze,

from the bridge,

where people like us end up,

enjoying the view,

before we throw ourselves off.

Sweet sixteen,

your precocious princess.

You confess,



hands down where heaven rests,

and learns to love your clumsy caress.

I meow to the melancholy melody,

of each mea culpa,

waiting for you to decide,

if you are my lover,

my father,

or my teacher.

You didn’t mind the games I’d played,

you told me I could toy with you,

and I’d be safe,

from the harsh, harmful hands,

of my previous playground peril.

You tutored me in trouble,

I took notes on a tongue I didn’t know how to
use,

as the narrator got weary of our weakness,

and abandoned the script,

on the tired theatre floor.

Bad behaviour,

on the Brooklyn docks.



You moved me,

with Marlowe,

and Miller,

then mauled me,

which my adolescent adoration overlooked.

Lust,

too much.

Going where it shouldn’t,

perversely predictable,

because men like you,

love girls like me,

forever.



Handsome Myth

I said you were cool,
like you didn't know it, 

a handsome myth,
capturing me,

my waiting wrists,
behind my back,

as I gaze up at the sky,
big innocent eyes,

that come back down 
to the look on your face,
that tells me all the dirty,

dastardly things you have in mind,
for a girl like me.



My 21st Birthday

You set off the fire alarm,

pulling me from my novel,

to the grass outside.

From a boy into a bird,

you surfed towards me,

and I was wrapped up in you,

and bows,

your giddy gift,

though it was my turn to receive.

Your bullish greed,

wouldn’t let my eyes,

or my heart wander.

Still, I couldn’t complain,

I was spoiled by the strands of silver,

spray painted gold,

lazily lying over lapis lazuli.

I had the world on a string,



and rain in my shoes,

as I chanted your best wishes,

until my throat begged for mercy.

I ran across town,

and painted the world,

rainbow,

with the sound of your voice,

and a cry of,

“Happy Birthday Jennifer.”



Piece By Piece

Honey,
it's not so complicated.

We're taking the world apart,
piece by piece,

every time that we kiss.

Don't be a baby, baby.
Just say you love me, maybe.



The Guardian

When I was a girl,

my grandfather would read me stories,

from The Guardian,

as the night edged closer,

and I would hold my eyes open,

to hear every detail,

of the millennium and all the technology based
bother,

the many wars for peace,

and if Tonty Blair really was behind this?!?!?

And now,

that I am tall,

and troubled,

I think,

as the end edges closer,

that I should sit beside him,

unfolding the outside world,

to read him stories,

about Windrush,

Brexit,

the dying planet,



and how I fucked it all up.

No.

Just read.

...

Grandad.

I couldn't be the grandchild you deserved, and
I...

NO.

Just read.

No.

Just....

No.

I can’t read suddenly.

I don’t know.



I Heard You, Darling

I reflect on rain,
smiling at the storm,
that mothered me,

as I grew into the last girl on earth,
(or in that particular part of London)

gloomy,
glamorous,
glowing,

but,
still,

quietly,
and full of guilt,

longing for the end.

I had wished so hard,
for so long,

that some days,
I forgot what I was wishing for.

I awoke each day,
to the storm fixing breakfast,

I would stare myself out in the mirror,
willing my reflection to talk back,

to take the initiative,
but we stayed,

staring,
still,

silent,
not daring to look out the window,

to the wasteland the world had become, in my eyes,
painted,

blue and bitter,
until it blended into all the rage,



the doubt,
the dismal, dreaded acceptance,

that this was all there was,
and all there ever would be,

and I wasn't as special as I thought I was,
and I was too late to adapt,

and be happy just to be alive.

I escaped into the night,
chased by the howling and wounded storm.

It's strange,
to feel completely powerless,

but have the power to break a heart,
just by getting out the way,

and being less of an inconvenience.
I was an angsty teen anti Christ,

afraid of the dark,
but more afraid of one more day, 

unfulfilled.

After a while,
I decided to try to live,

for the storm,
and when my heart broke,

just enough for me to change my mind,
the heavens opened,

and I was showered with how much she wanted me to stay.
I napped by the road,

dungarees,
sparkly spaghetti straps,

waiting for the car, 
that could drive me somewhere that made sense,

and after several months,
with several maps,



littered with pins and promises,
I was no closer to an answer. 

Some days,
I felt like I had lived centuries,

thousands of days,
reigning supreme, 

as the Goddess of late nights,
under the stars,

in the hands of strangers,
hiding from reality,

and wondering how to get home,
when you never had a home in the first place.

She’s somebody’s little girl,
that's what they say about me,

as I break into their happy homes,
mud covered boot heels,

on a clean, 
cream carpet,

dreaming to drunken Dean Martin lullabies,
the things I did last summer,
the things I said last night,

as I stole your vodka,
the windows and weddings I smashed,

with a chaste, Catholic guilt infused kiss.

Just as you get used to me,
it's time to go,

and I am back where I started,
and you are the storm.
Everything is different,

if I work hard enough to convince myself,
but I am the same girl,



wild and unfulfilled,
because she will never know what she is looking for,

but she has your vodka,
and a packet of cigarettes,

that she took,
from your back pocket,
when you kissed her,

and tried to say,
the only way you knew how,
that there was a place for her.

I heard you,
darling,

I just don't believe you. 



Beautiful Baby

You’ve been beautiful,

baby,

and I swear it’s been real,

but you were too much for me,

you were too good to me.

So these words are all that’s left,

as I vanish into another night.



Until next time,

besos, J x
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